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ABSTRACT 

In the Polygram substitution technique, one block of alphabets is replaced by another block. The model is proposed for 

computationally secure online secret sharing, which allows dynamic modification of the secret and addition of participants 

without the need to secretly distribute the new shares to the current participants. The security of the method is based on the 

intractability of factoring. This can be achieved by a simple graphical masking method that includes two phases: Encryption of 

the individual secrets and sharing of the data. The generation of the shares is done by a simple masking technique using Polygram 

substitution, and the reconstruction can be done by a simple unmasking of the qualified shares. The generated shares are encrypted 

and each encrypted share contains partial secret information, which leads to additional protection of secret data on the Internet. 

Moreover, we achieve efficient recovery of the original secret data. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Although the need for computer security has always existed, the paradigm itself has shifted in recent years with the dramatic 

changes in computer technology itself. The concern for data security shifted from protecting system resources to protecting access 

to files and data. Technologies such as user authentication, data encryption, and security policies have been introduced. Secret 

sharing is a fundamental notion of secure cryptographic design. An unqualified subset of participants is unable to recover the 

secret even if all their shares are used. In perfect secret sharing systems, participants should have no advantage over outsiders. 

In secret sharing, secret sharing refers to a method of distributing a secret among a group of participants, each of whom is assigned 

a share of the secret. The secret can be reconstructed only if a sufficient number of shares are combined; individual shares are of 

no use by themselves. Such a scheme is called a (k, n)-threshold method (sometimes also called a (k-n-threshold-method). The 

proposed scheme introduces Polygram substitution for data so that the safety bound is more stringent. In the Polygram substitution 

technique, one block of letters is replaced by another block. The new model is proposed for computationally secure online secret 

sharing, which allows dynamic modification of the secret and addition of participants without the need to secretly distribute the 

new shares to the current participants. The security of the method is based on the insolvability of the factorization. This can be 

achieved by a simple graphical masking method that includes two phases: Encryption of the individual secrets and sharing of the 

data. The generation of the shares is done by a simple masking technique using Polygram substitution, and the reconstruction can 

be done by simple unmasking of the qualified shares. The generated shares are encrypted and each encrypted share contains 

partial secret information, which leads to additional protection of secret data on the Internet. Moreover, we achieve efficient 

recovery of the original secret data. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In a (t, n) secret sharing scheme, a secret s is divided into n shares and shared by a trusted trader to a group of n shareholders, 

such that t or more than t shares are able to reconstruct this secret; however, less than t shares cannot learn any information about 

the secret. When shareholders present their shares at the stage of reconstructing the secret, dishonest shareholders (i.e., fraudsters) 

can always derive the secret solely by presenting fake shares, so the other honest shareholders receive nothing but a fake secret. 

Detection and identification of fraudsters is very important to achieve fair reconstruction of a secret. Suppose there are more than 

t shareholders involved in the reconstruction of the secret. Since there are more than t shares (i.e., only t shares are needed) to 

reconstruct the secret, the redundant shares can be used for fraudster detection and identification. The proposed method uses the 

trader-generated shares to reconstruct the secret and simultaneously detect and identify impostors. 

The method is based on sharing secrets with thresholds. It is an extension of Shamir's scheme. In Shamir's scheme, one can create 

shares but at the time of combination, it is not guaranteed that one can reconstruct the original secret because one cannot find out 

the cheater in the secret sharing scheme but in the proposed scheme, one can find out the cheater using a single algorithm. 

In CRT (Chinese reminder method), this method uses threshold secret sharing. The cheater can be detected, but the limitation of 

this algorithm is when the situation in which (c > t). This means that the cheaters are larger than the threshold so that one cannot 

find the cheater, but in the proposed scheme, the redundant portion (j) which is used to identify and detect the cheater, and the 

condition of the proposed scheme is (t <j<n). 

In linear secrecy, the impostor is also determined using a threshold. But in this method, the share is divided into two parts, one 

of which is used for verification and the other for sharing the secret. Linear secret sharing has the limitation that one cannot 

construct multiple secrets simultaneously. This scheme is more complicated and the time complexity of this algorithm is 0(n2). 

But the scheme proposed in this paper provides a single share used for sharing and the time complexity of the algorithm is 0(j!). 

One of the best performing methods is the one-way hash function. This creates in some integer value. Set the sharing using the 

hash function. It requires MD5. It provides good security but this scheme is complicated because it requires many mathematical 

operations, this scheme is also costly. The detection and identification under three attacks shows that the detectability of our 

proposed scheme gradually decreases from type 1 to type 3 for j = 5 participants. Similarly, it shows that the identification of 

fraudsters in the proposed scheme gradually decreases from type 1 to type 3 for participant’s j = 9. The decrease in the detectability 

and identification of impostors from type 1 to type 3 is caused by the increase in the attackers' capabilities from type 1 to type 3. 

The figure illustrates that the detectability of the proposed system is proportional to the number of participants. Similarly, the 

figure illustrates that the identification of fraudsters in our proposed system is proportional to the number of participants. 

The proposed model is for computationally secure online secret sharing, which allows the secret to be dynamically changed and 

participants to be added without the need to secretly distribute new shares to the current participants. The security of the method 

is based on the insolvability of the factorization. This can be achieved by a simple graphical masking method that involves two 

phases: Encryption of individual secrets and generation of shares and exchange over the Internet. The generation of shares is done 

by a simple masking technique using Polygram substitution, and the reconstruction can be done by a simple unmasking of the 

qualified share set. The generated shares are encrypted and each encrypted share contains partial secret information, which results 

in additional protection of secret data on the Internet. Moreover, we achieve efficient recovery of the original secret data. 

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

From the literature survey, there is much room for improvement in secret sharing. Designing a more secure secret sharing scheme 

is a challenging task. The computational complexity of the given scheme is extremely low because it uses a simple masking 

method, replaces PolyGram with a simple algorithm in generating the clearance, and the reconstruction can be performed by a 

simple unmasking technique. This makes it effective for security as it is also a great challenge. In our scheme, we proposed to 

divide each information into several shares. These different shares are to be transmitted over multiple disjoint paths between the 

communicating pairs of nodes. We proposed to transmit these shares at different times, if possible. At the receiving end, the 

original information is reconstructed by combining the received shares. Since the method is an extension of Shamir's (t, n)- SS 

method, the detection and identification of impostors is very important to achieve a fair reconstruction of the secret. Assuming 

that there are more than t shares (i.e., only t shares are needed) to reconstruct the secret, the redundant shares (j shares) can be 
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used to detect and identify impostors. With this in mind, this paper describes the approach and proposal for cheater detection and 

identification. A unique feature of the proposed scheme is that the same share that is used to reconstruct the secret is also used to 

detect and identify the fraudsters. The scheme uses the trader-generated shares to reconstruct the secret while detecting and 

identifying the fraudsters. 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM  

In this scheme, we aim to develop an Internet-based messaging application that implements a novel secret sharing scheme that 

uses a simple masking method with a simple substitution of Polygram for generating shares, and the reconstruction can be done 

by unmasking the predefined minimum number of shares. Although this work is not related to the traditional client-server model, 

the role of the server here is simply to store data in a secure manner. As in the system architecture diagram, client-side operations 

consist of sender-side and receiver-side operations, but since both operations require a common graphical user interface, they are 

combined in the system. Therefore, they are combined in the system architecture diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: System Architecture 

 

The Proposed System architecture shown above basically consist of three major blocks: (1) Client side Operations, (2) Internet, 

and (3) Server Side Operations. 

A. Client Side Operations 

The client can be both sender and receiver. In either case, both sender and receiver use the graphical user interface to access the 

application according to their requirements. The block diagram shown in Fig: System Architecture applies only to operations on 

the sender side. 1. Each ellipsoid shows the function and operation on the sender side. 2. They work from top to bottom, from 

masking to release. 3. Multiple arrows pointing outward mean that data from the sender side is sent over different channels to 

ensure secure transmission. 

The block diagram in Fig: System Architecture shows the application for the operations on the receiver side, which works almost 

opposite to the sender side, as the received message goes through these operations to regenerate the original message, and multiple 

incoming arrows denote incoming data from multiple channels. 

B. Internet 

The Internet block in the system architecture indicates that all data is transmitted over a wide area network to reach the destination, 

and therefore all operations are performed to safely transmit the data over multiple channels throughout the journey. 

C. Server-side operations 
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The server, in our case multiple servers, simulates multiple channels because the data arriving from the clients is randomly stored 

on the servers, which makes it difficult to track the flow. Also, the server serves as a repository for all records, history, transfer, 

and access to old data. 

 

V. WORKING OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The operation of our proposed system is mainly divided into two phases: (I) Secret Sharing Phase, (II) Secret Data Reconstruction 

or Recovery Phase. 

I. Secret Sharing Phase 

In these two phases, we need to generate a mask by replacing Polygram with the following algorithm 

POLYGRAM SUBSTITUTION METHOD 

 a. MASKING Process 

 1) Take the sample text. 

2) Reverse the characters in the given text. 

3) Replace the reversed character according to the key generation algorithm. The difference of the key to the character "a" is 

calculated and then added to the reversed character. 

4) The ASCII value of the key's character is added to the corresponding replaced character. 

5) The ASCII value of the algorithm is added. 

6) After adding the ASCII value of all values of the given text, the resulting text is an encrypted message. 

7) Convert the corresponding ASCII value to its equivalent binary value. 

8) Transposition takes place in each character after the entire process is complete, i.e., one bit is either MSB shifted or changed, 

increasing security. As the MSB is taken, the alternate sign is changed. 

9) Finally, the decimal values of each updated character in the given text are determined 

 

b. Creation of a Shares 

In this phase, a trusted entity, usually the share creator, is provided with the necessary input to create a share for each shareholder. 

It requires the poultry information: The secret can be as small as an encryption key or vault combination, or as large as a database. 

Without losing generality, the secret information is usually represented as integers. 

c. Distribution of shares 

In the share distribution phase, the shares produced in the first phase are delivered to the shareholders, but there are methods to 

distribute the shares through the public Internet. 

 

II. secret data reconstruction or recovery phase. 

a. Combine shares 

Steps in combining shares 

- Enter the qualified threshold (t). 

- Enter the number of participants (n). 

- Select the required qualified quantity. 

Proper selection of the qualified quantity results in a secret 

 b. Detection and identification of cheaters 

Method for detecting cheaters in Shamir's (t, n)- SS scheme, an interpolating polynomial of degree t - 1 can be uniquely 

reconstructed based on t shares. Thus, if there are more than t shares and there is no impostor share, a consistent polynomial 

should be reconstructed for all combinations of t shares. Cheater detection is done by discovering inconsistent polynomials (or 

secrets) among all reconstructed secrets. However, fraudsters can work together to determine their fake shares to deceive honest 

shareholders into believing that a fake secret is a real secret 

c. Unmasking process  

1) The ASCII values of each updated character in the given text are converted into binary format. 
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2) After the process is completed, each character is transposed, i.e., shifted or changed by one bit MSB. The sign bit is changed 

when the MSB changes its value. 

3) Subtract the value ASCII from all values of the given text, the resulting text is a decrypted message. 

4) Subtract the corresponding ASCII value of the character of the key from the corresponding character of the transposed plaintext. 

5) Transposition takes place in each character after the whole process is completed, i.e. one bit is shifted or changed either LSB 

or MSB, the final result is a binary value. 

6) Finally, the decimal values of each updated binary value in the given text are taken and printed. 

7) Then the character value generated by the values of ASCII is reversed again. 

8) The decrypted message is generated. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

With the implementation of the secret sharing algorithm based on the extension of the Shamir scheme, the encrypted secret can 

be broken into shares and sent to the recipient. With this level of security, the original data can be recovered even if some shares 

are lost during transmission, sin ce the data is scattered over each share and can be recovered at the receiver. An advantage of 

this scheme is that even if an intruder gains access to one or more shares (less than the threshold), he is not able to regenerate the 

original message. We have presented an efficient approach to secret sharing with minimal computational overhead. Security is 

enhanced by introducing masking and unmasking techniques using the Polygram substitution technique. In our future efforts, the 

mean value of each share can be computed and added to each share so that the identification and detection of intruders in each 

share can be performed more effectively. 
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